
Rhetoric 101

What the heck is it?



Ethos

• Greek for “character”.

• Credibility and trustworthiness (Why does this person have the authority to 

argue about this?).

• Often emphasizes shared values between speaker and audience.

• Automatic Ethos- speaker’s title or status automatically brings ethos to a 

situation.



Rhetoric

• The art of  finding ways to persuade an audience

• Those who understand and can use the available means 

to appeal to an audience of  one or many are in a position 

of  strength



Audience

• The listener, viewer, or reader of  a text. 

• Most texts will have multiple audiences.



Text

• Not just speeches.

• Essays, political cartoons, photographs, advertisements.. All of  these are 

argumentative texts.

• You can “read” each of  these. Not just consume but investigate.



Our Duty

• It is our job as informed citizens and consumers to understand how rhetoric 

works so that we can be wary of  manipulation or deceit, while appreciating 

effective and civil communication. 



The Rhetorical Situation

• Rhetoric is always situational.

• Occasion- the time and place the text was written or spoken.

• This occasion exists within a specific Context- the circumstances, 

atmosphere, attitudes, and events surrounding the text.

• Purpose- the goal the speaker wants to achieve.





The Rhetorical Triangle

• Illustrates relationships between different elements of  a rhetorical situation.

• Speaker- person or group who creates a text. What is their description, not 

just their name. Persona- role speaker plays when delivering message.

• Audience- listener, viewer, reader of  a text. 

• Subject- the topic. Do not confuse with the purpose.



Ethos

• Greek for “character”

• Credibility and trustworthiness

• Shared values

• Automatic Ethos: when a speaker’s reputation immediately establishes ethos.

• King George V speech September 3, 1939



Logos

• Reason, thinking logically

• Greek for “embodied thought”

• Specific details, facts, examples, statistics, or expert testimony

• Creating a logical argument often involves defining the terms of  the 

argument and identifying connections such as causality.



Logos, continued

• Counterargument- anticipate objections or opposing views

• In acknowledging a counterargument, you agree (concede) that an opposing 

argument may be true or reasonable, but then you deny (refute) the validity 

of  all or part of  the argument.

• Concession and refutation strengthens your own argument



Pathos

• Appeal to emotions, values, desires, hopes, fears, prejudices

• Appeals that rely exclusively on emotions are weak—they are considered 

propagandistic and polemic

• Polemic- aggressive argument that tries to establish the superiority of  one 

argument over others– does not concede that opposing arguments have any 

merit

• Use words connotations- the associations of  a word beyond its definition


